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SOCIAL MEDIA REACH

DESCRIPTION BLOG
In 2015 we started blogging about everything we encounter in our lives as activists, students, nomads,
herbivores and most of all – husband and wife! We hope to be able to inspire our readership, may it be in
adopting a greener lifestyle, cooking healthy meals, exploring the outdoors or traveling to places we wrote
about! Watch us tick of our bucket list whilst globetrotting around the world. Follow us on our crazy journey and
let’s see where wanderlust takes the two of us! With the hemispheres that we come from combined, for us it is
twelve months of summer, representing a mind-set that can be compared with the state of perpetual summer.
Thanks for stopping by. Email: twelvemonthsofsummer@mail.com

VIEWS / MONAT
Max. 464 

FB-FOLLOWERS
1.071
PINTEREST-FOLLOWER
56

INSTAGRAM-FOLLOWER
30.356
TWITTER-FOLLOWER
185

ABOUT STORM  |  26

Storm is a South African activist & local change
maker, born and bred in Cape Town, currently living
in Vietnam. He spread his wings after his matric and
went overseas to work. His travels have led him to
the U.S. and all parts of Europe, where he settled in
Moscow for 3 years.

ABOUT JESS | 25

Jessica is a Cape Town & Munich based eco-
trendwatcher and Master’s candidate who works in
IT. Her roots are Dutch & German! The last years
she spent traveling back and forth between
Moscow, Munich, Berlin & Cape Town. Jess is an
ambitious young scholar, who loves all things
creative, spending most of her spare time in the
outdoors with her camera.
.

BLOG FOLLOWERS
1.313



COOPERATIONS | We would like to
collaborate with brands that align with our values and
our quest for authenticity. Thus, we will be happy to
promote carefully selected brands and products that
produce sustainably and innovatively or which serve the
purpose of pursuing a greener lifestyle. We stand for
vegetarianism, zero waste and eco-travel. We love
traveling, camping & exploring the outdoors and
consequently, are interested in products for adventures
and the outdoors. We support local brands and small
manufacturers. Moreover, we engage in volunteerism
and support all kinds of humanitarian projects so are
would be interested in promoting your cause or charity.
We are interested in pursuing a healthy, gluten free,
vegetarian, balanced and clean diet, love cooking and
support restaurants, cafés, markets and food brands that
match these criteria. If you think your product is the
perfect match for our lifestyle and you are interested in a
mutual beneficially cooperation, please inbox us. We are
looking forward to hearing from you!
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VIDEOGRAPHY & VLOGGING
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCYV7GSHCXYsqxQYA72ZlcAw 

https://vimeo.com/twelvemonthsofsummer

We‘d love to vlog about your product!



PAST COLLABORATIONS |

Unsubscribe Magazine

• Serves as a platform to cultivate a community of
disruptors, trailblazers, social visionaries

• A borderless, global publication with contributors
from around the world

• We are currently working as a guest writer for
Contribution to the online blog which can be found in
the category “Trailblazers”

• Contribution to the new Issue 4 “Unfiltered”

Sunny Foods 

• A smoothie and juice bar in the
heart of Munich

• Offering Acai-bowls, Detox-juices
and healthy smoothies

• Promoting a healthy lifestyle

• Promoted on Instagram

On our blog we only promote things that align with our
value statement. By cooperating with you we will
create mutual beneficial & meaningful content,
reaching a vast audience. This content can be posted
on all our social media platforms. Of course you can
indicate your preference. Make sure to check out our
blog to get an idea.



Check out our Instagram to get a better idea of
what we post about on a daily basis

We are global citizens and do not limit ourselves
to a certain country. We also post in English,
Dutch, German, and French.


